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Executive Summary

The crisis for democracy posed by digital disinformation demands a new social

contract for the internet rooted in transparency, privacy and competition. This is

the conclusion we have reached through careful study of the problem of digital

disinformation and reflection on potential solutions. This study builds off our first

report—Digital Deceit—which presents an analysis of how the structure and

logic of the tracking-and-targeting data economy undermines the integrity of

political communications. In the intervening months, the situation has only

worsened—confirming our earlier hypotheses—and underlined the need for a

robust public policy agenda.

Digital media platforms did not cause the fractured and irrational politics that

plague modern societies. But the economic logic of digital markets too often

serves to compound social division by feeding pre-existing biases, affirming false

beliefs, and fragmenting media audiences. The companies that control this

market are among the most powerful and valuable the world has ever seen. We

cannot expect them to regulate themselves. As a democratic society, we must

intervene to steer the power and promise of technology to benefit the many

rather than the few.

We have developed here a broad policy framework to address the digital threat to

democracy, building upon basic principles to recommend a set of specific

proposals.

Transparency: As citizens, we have the right to know who is trying to influence

our political views and how they are doing it. We must have explicit disclosure

about the operation of dominant digital media platforms -- including:

• Real-time and archived information about targeted political advertising;

• Clear accountability for the social impact of automated decision-making;

• Explicit indicators for the presence of non-human accounts in digital

media.

Privacy: As individuals with the right to personal autonomy, we must be given

more control over how our data is collected, used, and monetized -- especially

when it comes to sensitive information that shapes political decision-making. A

baseline data privacy law must include:

• Consumer control over data through stronger rights to access and

removal;

• Transparency for the user of the full extent of data usage and meaningful

consent;

• Stronger enforcement with resources and authority for agency rule-

making.

newamerica.org/public-interest-technology/reports/defending-digital-democracy 3
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Competition: As consumers, we must have meaningful options to find, send and

receive information over digital media. The rise of dominant digital platforms

demonstrates how market structure influences social and political outcomes. A

new competition policy agenda should include:

• Stronger oversight of mergers and acquisitions;

• Antitrust reform including new enforcement regimes, levies, and essential

services regulation;

• Robust data portability and interoperability between services.

There are no single-solution approaches to the problem of digital disinformation

that are likely to change outcomes. Only a combination of public policies—all of

which are necessary and none of which are sufficient by themselves—that truly

address the nature of the business model underlying the internet will begin to

show results over time. Despite the scope of the problem we face, there is reason

for optimism. The Silicon Valley giants have begun to come to the table with

policymakers and civil society leaders in an earnest attempt to take some

responsibility. Most importantly, citizens are waking up to the reality that the

incredible power of technology can change our lives for the better or for the

worse. People are asking questions about whether constant engagement with

digital media is healthy for democracy. Awareness and education are the first

steps toward organizing and action to build a new social contract for digital

democracy.

newamerica.org/public-interest-technology/reports/defending-digital-democracy 4



Introduction

The basic premise of the digital media economy is no secret. Consumers do not

pay money for services. They pay in data—personal data that can be tracked,

collected, and monetized by selling advertisers access to aggregated swathes of

users who are targeted according to their demographic or behavioral

characteristics.  It is personalized advertising dressed up as a tailored media

service powered by the extraction and monetization of personal data.

This “tracking-and-targeting” data economy that trades personal privacy for

services has long been criticized as exploitative.  But the bargain of the zero price

proposition has always appeared to outweigh consumer distaste—and even

public outrage—for the privacy implications of the business. That finally may be

changing.

Public sentiment has shifted from concern over commercial data privacy—a

world where third parties exploit consumer preferences—to what we might call

“political data privacy,” where third parties exploit ideological biases. The

marketplace for targeting online political communications is not new. But the

emergence of highly effective malicious actors and the apparent scale of their

success in manipulating the American polity has triggered a crisis in confidence

in the digital economy because of the threat posed to the integrity of our political

system.  The specter of “fake news” and digital disinformation haunts our

democracy. The public reaction to it may well produce a political momentum for

regulating technology markets that has never before found traction.

It is personalized advertising dressed up as a

tailored media service powered by the extraction

and monetization of personal data.

Since the 2016 presidential election in the United States, there has been a steady

drumbeat of revelations about the ways in which the digital media marketplace—

and its data driven business model—is compromising the integrity of liberal

democracies.  The investigations into the prevalence of “fake news” pulled the

curtain back on Russian information operations,  Cambridge Analytica’s privacy-

abusing data analytics services,  bot and troll armies for hire,  echo-chambers of

extremist content,  and the gradual public realization that the economic logic of
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digital media feeds these cancers. The spread of this disease is global and shows

no sign of abating any time soon. And it remains unclear whether the industry’s

attempts thus far at engineering prophylactic cures will prove at all helpful.

The central theme in these scandals is the power of the major digital media

platforms to track, target, and segment people into audiences that are highly

susceptible to manipulation. These companies have all profited enormously from

this market structure, and they have done little to mitigate potential harms. Now

that those harms appear to threaten the integrity of our political system, there is a

crisis mentality and a call for reform.

Will this explosion of awareness and outrage over violations of “political data

privacy” result in a new regulatory regime for the data economy? The positive

news is that we have already seen some movement in this direction, most of

which has been triggered by the immense level of public scrutiny and inquiry

over social media’s interaction with the agents of disinformation. In the few

months since the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica revelations, we have watched

the leading technology firms take up a number of new initiatives that it previously

appeared they would never undertake. Among these new steps are, perhaps most

notably, Facebook’s introduction of its new political ad transparency regime.

But these changes have only been instituted because of the public’s clamoring for

them. Alone, they will never be enough to stave off the impact of disinformation

operations. And if the historic decline in the Facebook and Twitter stock prices in

the wake of these reforms proves any trend,  it only reveals that the priorities of

Wall Street will continually reassert themselves with vigor.

Now that those harms appear to threaten the

integrity of our political system, there is a crisis

mentality and a call for reform.

We believe it is time to establish a new “digital social contract” that codifies

digital rights into public law encompassing a set of regulations designed to foster

open digital markets while protecting against clear public harms and supporting

democratic values. The digital media platforms now dominate our information

marketplace, in the process achieving a concentration of wealth and power

unprecedented in modern times. As a democratic society, we must now intervene

to ensure first order common interests come before monopoly rent-seeking—and

to steer the power and promise of technology to benefit the many rather than the
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few. The digital rights agenda should be architected around three simple

principles:

• Transparency: As citizens, we have the right to know who is trying to

influence our political views and how they are doing it. We must have

explicit disclosure about the operation of the advertising and content

curation processes on dominant digital media platforms, including the

social impact of algorithms and the presence of non-human accounts.

• Privacy: As individuals with the right to personal autonomy, we must be

given more control over how our data is collected, used, and monetized,

especially when it comes to sensitive information that shapes political

decision-making.

• Competition: As consumers, we must have meaningful options to find,

send and receive information over digital media.

This report offers a framing analysis for each of these public service principles

and proposes a policy agenda to shape future market development within a

rights-based framework. We are focused on a set of policy changes designed to

address the specific problem of disinformation. We accomplish this by proposing

both practical regulations to address clear harms and structure reform of

business practices that worsen the problem over time. We have been greatly

encouraged during the research and writing of this essay to see similar

conclusions appear in recent reports of thought-leading policymakers.  In our

common project of protecting democracy, the question is less what is to be done

and more how to do it. The ideas offered here are intended to identify the first

practical steps on a longer path towards shaping the tremendous power of the

internet to serve the public interest. The consequences of inaction threaten the

integrity of our democracy itself.

13
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Transparency

An important part of the disinformation problem is driven by the opacity

of its operations and the asymmetry of knowledge between the platform

and the user. The starting point for reform is to rein in the abuses of

political advertising. Ad-driven disinformation flourishes because of the

public’s limited understanding of where paid political advertising comes

from, who funds it, and most critically, how it is targeted at specific users.

Even the moderately effective disclosure rules that apply to traditional

media do not cover digital ads. It is time for the government to close this

destructive loophole and shape a robust political ad transparency policy

for digital media. These reforms should accompany a broader “platform

transparency” agenda that includes revisiting the viability of the

traditional “notice and consent” system in this era of trillion dollar

companies, exposing non-human online accounts, and developing a

regime of auditing for the social impact of algorithms that affect the lives

of millions with automated decisions.

Political Ad Transparency

The lowest hanging fruit for policy change to address the current crisis in digital

disinformation is to increase transparency in online political advertising.

Currently, the law requires that broadcast, cable and satellite media channels

that carry political advertising must ensure that a disclaimer appears on the ad

that indicates who paid for it.  Online advertisements, although they represent

an increasingly large percentage of political ad spending, do not carry this

requirement. A 2014 Federal Election Commission decision on this issue

concluded that the physical size of digital ads was simply too small for it to be

feasible to add the disclaimer.  And even if they had applied the rule, it would

only have applied to a narrow category of paid political communications. As a

result, Americans have no ability to judge accurately who is trying to influence

them with digital political advertising.

The effect of this loophole in the law is malignant to democracy. The information

operation conducted by a group of Russian government operatives during the

2016 election cycle made extensive use of online advertising to target American

voters with deceptive communications. According to Facebook’s internal

analysis, these communications reached 126 million Americans with a modicum

of funding.  In response, the Department of Justice filed criminal charges

against 13 Russians early this year.  If the law required greater transparency into

the sources of political advertising and the labeling of paid political content,

these illegal efforts to influence the U.S. election could have been spotted and

eliminated before they could reach their intended audiences.
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But the problem is much larger than nefarious foreign actors. There are many

other players in this market seeking to leverage online advertising to disrupt and

undermine the integrity of democratic discourse for many different reasons. The

money spent by the Russian agents was a drop in the bucket of overall online

political ad spending during the 2016 election cycle. The total online ad spending

for political candidates alone in the 2016 cycle was $1.4 billion, up almost 800

percent from 2012, an amount roughly the same as that candidates spent on cable

television ads (which do require funding disclosures).  The total amount of

money spent on unreported political ads (e.g. issue ads sponsored by companies,

unions, advocacy organizations, or PACs that do not mention a candidate or

party) is quite possibly considerably higher. Only the companies that sold the ad

space could calculate the true scope of the political digital influence market,

because there is no public record of these ephemeral ad placements. We simply

do not know how big the problem may be.

18

What we do know is that none of these ads carried the level of transparency

necessary for voters to have a clear understanding of who sought to influence

their views and for what reason. Many online ads actively seek to cloak their

origins and strategic aims. They are typically targeted at select groups of users.

And unlike targeting in the television market, these messages are not publicly

available—they are only visible to the target audience in the moment of ad

delivery and then they disappear. (The recent introduction of ad transparency

databases from Facebook and Twitter have changed this, but for most users, their

experience with political ads remains similar.) And they are published on digital

platforms by the millions. The special features of digital advertising that make it

so popular—algorithmic targeting and content customization—make it possible

to test thousands of different ad variations per day with thousands upon

thousands of different configurations of audience demographics.19 Political

advertisers can very easily send very different (and even contradictory) messages

to different audiences. Until very recently, they need not have feared exposure

and consequent public embarrassment.

Because of these unique targeting features, the consequences of opacity in digital

ads are far worse than traditional media channels. For that reason, the objective

of policy reform to increase transparency in online political advertising must seek

to move beyond simply achieving equality between the regulation of traditional

and new media channels. Online ads require a higher standard in order to

achieve the same level of public transparency and disclosure about the origins

and aims of advertisers that seek to influence democratic processes. We should

aim not for regulatory parity but for outcome parity.

newamerica.org/public-interest-technology/reports/defending-digital-democracy 9



Posted on: LBGT United group on Facebook
Created: March 2016
Targeted: People ages 18 to 65+ in the United States who like “LGBT United”

→ EXAMPLES OF RUSSIAN DISINFORMATION ON FACEBOOK AND
INSTAGRAM IN THE LEAD-UP TO THE 2016 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

These ads were among those released by the House Intelligence Committee in
November 2017.

Results: 848 impressions, 54 clicks
Ad spend: 111.49 rubles ($1.92)
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Posted on: Instagram
Created: April 2016
Targeted: People ages 13 to 65+ who are interested in the tea party or Donald 
Trump
Results: 108,433 impressions, 857 clicks
Ad spend: 17,306 rubles ($297)

newamerica.org/public-interest-technology/reports/defending-digital-democracy 11



Posted on: Facebook
Created: October 2016
Targeted: People age 18 to 65+ interested in Christianity, Jesus, God, Ron Paul
and media personalities such as Laura Ingraham, Rush Limbaugh, Bill O’Reilly
and Mike Savage, among other topics
Results: 71 impressions, 14 clicks
Ad spend: 64 rubles ($1.10)
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Posted on: Instagram
Created: August 2016
Targeted: People ages 18 to 65+ interested in military veterans, including those
from the Iraq, Afghanistan and Vietnam wars
Results: 17,654 impressions, 517 clicks
Ad spend: (3,083 rubles) $53
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We applaud the efforts of congressional leaders to move a bipartisan bill—the

Honest Ads Act—that would represent significant progress on this issue.  And

we are glad to see that public pressure has reversed the initial opposition of

technology companies to this legislative reform. The significant steps that

• Clear On-Screen Designation: All political ads that appear in social

media streams should be clearly marked with a consistent designation,

such as a bright red box that is labeled “Political Ad” in bold white text, or

bold red text in the subtitle of a video ad. Further, there should be strict

size requirements on these disclosures, for instance that they should

occupy at least five to ten percent of the space of the advertisement. Too

often in digital media streams, the markings on paid content are so

unobtrusive that users may overlook the designation.

• Real-Time Disclosure in the Ad: Clear information about the ad should

be pushed to the user in the payload of the ad at the same time that the ad

renders (e.g. a pop-up box triggered on cursor hovers for textual and

image ads, or subtitle text for video ads). It is not enough for this

information to be available somewhere else on the internet, or to require

20

21
Google, Facebook,22 and Twitter23 have pledged to take in the way of self-

regulation to disclose more information about advertising are important corporate policy 

changes. However, these efforts should be backstopped with clear rules and brought to 

their full potential through enforcement actions in cases of noncompliance.

Even then, the combination of self-regulation and current legislative proposals doesn't go 

far enough to contain the problem. None of the major platforms' transparency products --
24Facebook Ad Archive,  Google's Political Ad Transparency Report, and 

Twitter’s Ad Transparency Center25 -- make available make available the full 
context of targeting parameters that resulted in a particular ad reaching a 
particular user. Google and Twitter limit transparency to a very narrow category 
of political ads, and both offer far less information than Facebook (though you 
must be logged into a Facebook account to see the Facebook data). None of this 
transparency is available in any market other than the United States (with the 
exception of Brazil, where Facebook recently implemented the ad transparency 
center in advance of October 2018 elections). The appearance of these ad 
transparency products signals an important step forward for the companies, but 
it also exposes the gap between what we have and what we need.

There are various methods we might use to achieve an optimal outcome for ad 
transparency. In our view, the ideal solution should feature five components. 
These are drawn from our own analysis and favorable readings of ideas 

suggested by various commentators and experts,   as well as the strong 
foundation of the bipartisan Honest Ads Act.

newamerica.org/public-interest-technology/reports/defending-digital-democracy 14
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active click-through to enable access to this information. The following

data points should be included:

◦ Sponsor of the ad: The name of the organization that paid to place

the ad, the total amount it spent to place the ad, and a list of its

disclosed donors;

◦ Time and audience targeting parameters: The time period over which

the ad is running, the demographic characteristics selected by the

advertiser for targeting of the ad, the organization whose custom

target list the recipient belongs in (if applicable), and the

demographic characteristics that indicate why the recipient was

included in the target list (including platform-determined “look-

alike” ascriptions, if applicable);

◦ Engagement metrics: The number of user impressions for which the

ad buyer has paid to reach with the present ad, and the number of

active engagements by users.

• Open API to Download Ad Data: All of the information in the real-time

disclosure for each ad should be compiled and stored by digital

advertising platforms in machine readable, searchable databases available

through an open application programming interface (API). If the ad

mentions a candidate, political party, ballot measure or clear electoral

issue, that should be logged. In addition, this database should include the

complete figures on engagement metrics, including the total number of

user engagements and the total number of ad impressions (paid and

unpaid). This data should be available online for public review at all times

and for all advertisers over a low minimum threshold of total ad spending

per year.

• Financial Accountability: Donors for political ad spending over a

minimum threshold should be reported by advertisers to election

authorities, listing the provenance of funds as a form of campaign finance

—including the major donors. Political advertisers should be required by

advertising platforms to submit evidence of this reporting prior to a

second political ad buy.

• Advertiser Verification: Election authorities should impose “know your

customer” rules that require digital ad platforms that cross a minimum

level of ad spending to verify the identity of political advertisers and take

all reasonable measures to prevent foreign nationals from attempting to

influence elections.

newamerica.org/public-interest-technology/reports/defending-digital-democracy 15



An Ideal Digital Ad

Underneath all of these provisions, we need to take care to get the definitions

right and to recognize the scale and complexity of the digital ad market

compared to traditional media. Current transparency rules governing political

ads are triggered under limited circumstances—in particular, those that mention

a candidate or political party and that are transmitted within a certain time

period prior to the election. These limits must be abandoned (or dramatically

reconsidered) in recognition of the scope and complexity of paid digital

communications, the prevalence of the issue ad versus a candidate ad,  and the

nature of the permanent campaign that characterizes contemporary American

politics. If these are the parameters, it becomes clear why all ads must be

captured in a searchable, machine-readable database with an API that is

accessible to researchers and journalists that have a public service mission to

make sense of the influence business on digital media.

27
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The Honest Ads Act would achieve some of these objectives.  The proposed

legislation extends current laws requiring disclaimers on political advertising in

traditional media to include digital advertising. It requires a machine readable

database of digital ads that includes the content of the ad, description of the

audience (targeting parameters), rate charged for the ad, name of candidate,

office, or election issue mentioned in the ad and contact information of the

person that bought the ad. And it requires all advertising channels (including

digital) to take all reasonable efforts to prevent foreign nationals from attempting

to influence elections. Even FEC bureaucrats may get in on the action with their

(admittedly tepid) proposed rules to govern digital ad disclaimers.

As public pressure builds in the run up to the 2018 elections, we may well see

additional measures piled onto this list. Notably, a recent British Parliamentary

report calls for a ban on micro-targeting political ads using Facebook’s

“lookalike” audiences, as well as a minimum number of individuals that all

political ads must reach.

The combination of self-regulation and current

legislative proposals does not go far enough to

contain the problem.

We favor a system that would push this kind of disclosure for political ads as

quickly as possible to guard fast-approaching elections against exploitation. We

acknowledge that defining “political” will always carry controversy. However,

Facebook’s current definition—“Relates to any national legislative issue of public

importance in any place where the ad is being run”—is a good start.  They offer a list

of issues  covered under this umbrella (though only for the United States at

present). These categories could be a lot more difficult to maintain globally and

over a long period of time. Consequently, we expect these measures will

ultimately be extended to all ads, regardless of topic or target. This will also result

in a cleaner policy for companies that do not have the resources that Facebook

can bring to the problem.

But even in the potential future world of a total ad transparency policy, a method

of flagging which ads fall into the category of political communications would be

preferred in order to signal that voters should pay attention to the origin and aims

of those ads in particular. Of course, we are mindful of the significant

constitutional questions raised by these kinds of disclosure requirements. We

28
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welcome that discussion as a means to hone the policy to the most precise tool for

serving the public interest without unduly limiting individual freedoms. A full

analysis of First Amendment jurisprudence is beyond the scope of this report, but

we believe proposals like this will withstand judicial scrutiny.

Getting political ad transparency right in American law is not only a critical

domestic priority, it is one that has global implications, because the leading

internet companies will wish to extend whatever policies are applied here

happens here to the rest of the world so as to maintain platform consistency. This

is an incentive to get the “gold standard” right, particularly under American law

that holds a high bar of protection for free expression. But it also raises questions

about how we might anticipate problems that might arise in the international

context. For example, there is a strong argument that advertisers that promote

controversial social or political issues at a low level of total spending (indicating

civic activism rather than an organized political operation) should be shielded

from total transparency in order to protect them from persecution. We could

contemplate a safe-harbor for certain kinds of low-spending advertisers,

particularly individuals, in order to balance privacy rights against the public

interest goals of transparency.

Our view is that online ad transparency is a necessary but far from sufficient

condition for addressing the current crisis in digital disinformation.

Transparency is only a partial solution, and we should not overstate what it can

accomplish on its own. But we should try to maximize its impact by requiring

transparency to be overt and real-time rather than filed in a database sometime

after the fact. To put it simply, if all we get is a database of ad information

somewhere on the internet that few voters ever have cause or interest to access,

then we have failed. We strongly believe contextual notification is necessary—

disclosure that is embedded in the ad itself that goes beyond basic labelling. And

this message must include the targeting selectors that explain to the user why she

got the ad. This is the digital equivalent of the now ubiquitous candidate voice-

over, “I approved this ad.” Armed with this data, voters will have a signal to pay

critical attention, and they will have a chance to judge the origins, aims, and

relevance of the ad.

Platform Transparency

Building on the principle that increased transparency translates directly into

citizen and consumer empowerment, we believe a number of other proposals are

worthy of serious consideration in this field. These include exposing the presence

of automated accounts on digital media, developing systems to audit the social

impact of algorithmic decision-making that affects the public interest, and

reforming the “notice and consent” regime in terms of service that rely on the

dubious assumption that consumers have understood (or have a choice in) what

they have agreed to.

newamerica.org/public-interest-technology/reports/defending-digital-democracy 18



First, we find the so-called “Blade Runner” law a compelling idea (and not just a

clever title).  This measure would prohibit automated channels in digital media

(including Twitter handles) from presenting themselves as human users to other

readers or audiences. In effect, bots would have to be labelled as bots—either by

the users that create them or by the platform that hosts the accounts. A bill with

this intent has been moving in the California legislature.  There are different

ways to do this, including through a regime that applies a less onerous restriction

on accounts that are human-operated but which communicate based on a

transparent but automated time-table.

The Blade Runner law would give digital media audiences a much clearer picture

of how many automated accounts populate online media platforms and begin to

shift the norms of consumption towards more trusted content. Such transparency

measures would not necessarily stigmatize all automated content. Clearly

labelled bots that provide a useful service (such as a journalistic organization

tweeting out breaking news alerts or a weather service indicating that a storm is

approaching) would be recognized and accepted for what they are. But the

nefarious activities of bot armies posing as humans would be undermined and

probably these efforts would shift to some other tactic as efficacy declined. We

are sensitive to the critique of this proposal as chilling to certain kinds of free

expression that rely on automation. We would suggest ways that users can

whitelist certain kinds of automated traffic on an opt-in basis. But the overall

public benefit of transparency to defend against bot-driven media is clear and

desirable.

The Blade Runner law would give digital media

audiences a much clearer picture of how many

automated accounts populate online media

platforms and begin to shift the norms of

consumption towards more trusted content.

Second, we see the increasing importance of establishing new systems for social

impact oversight or auditing of algorithmic decision-making. The increasing

prominence of AI and machine learning algorithms in the tracking-and-targeting

data economy has raised alarm bells in the research community, in certain parts

of industry, and among policymakers.  These technologies have enormous

potential for good, including applications for healthcare diagnostics, reducing
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greenhouse gas emissions, and improving transportation safety. But they may

also cause and perpetuate serious public interest harms by reinforcing social

inequalities, polarizing an already divisive political culture, and stigmatizing

already marginalized minority communities.

It is therefore critical to apply independent auditing to automated decision-

making systems that have the potential for high social impact. The research

community has already begun to develop such frameworks.  These are

particularly urgent for public sector uses of AI—not an inconsiderable practice

given U.S. government R&D spending and activity.  And there are a few

preliminary regulatory approaches to overseeing the private sector worth

watching—including the GDPR provision that gives users the right to opt out of

decision-making that is driven solely by automated methods.  These new

oversight techniques would be designed to evaluate how and whether automated

decisions infringe on existing rights, or should be subject to existing anti-

discrimination or anti-competitive practices laws.

The idea of independent review of algorithmic social impact is not a radical

proposal. There are clear precedents in U.S. oversight of large technology

companies. In the FTC’s consent order settled with Facebook in 2011, the agency

required that Facebook submit to external auditing of its privacy policies and

practices to ensure compliance with the agreement. In light of recent events that

have revealed major privacy policy scandals at Facebook in spite of this oversight,

many have rightly criticized the third-party audits of Facebook as ineffective. But

one failure is not a reason to abandon the regulatory tool altogether; it should

instead serve as an invitation to strengthen it.

Consider the possibility of a team of expert auditors (which might include at least

one specialist from a federal regulatory agency working alongside contractors)

regularly reviewing advanced algorithmic technologies deployed by companies

that have substantial bearing on public interest outcomes. The idea here is not a

simple code review; that can rarely provide much insight in the complexity of AI.

 Rather, this type of audit should be designed with considerably more rigor,

examining data used to train those algorithms and the potential for bias in the

assumptions and analogies they draw upon. This would permit auditors to run

controlled experiments over time to determine if the commercial algorithms

subject to their review are producing unintended consequences that harm the

public. These kinds of ideas are new and untested—but once upon a time, so too

were the wild-eyed notions of independent testing of pharmaceuticals and the

random inspection of food safety. Industry and civil society have already begun

to work together in projects like the Partnership on AI to identify standards

around fairness, transparency and accountability.
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One failure is not a reason to abandon the regulatory

tool altogether; it should instead serve as an

invitation to strengthen it.

Finally, as we begin to consider new rules for digital ad transparency, we should

take the opportunity to revisit the larger questions about transparency between

consumers and digital service providers. Our entire system of market

information—which was never particularly good at keeping consumers

meaningfully informed in comparison with service providers—is on the brink of

total failure. As we move deeper into the age of AI and machine learning, this

situation is going to get worse. The entire concept of “notice and consent” – the

notion that a digital platform can tell consumers about what personal data will be

collected and monetized and then receive affirmative approval—is rapidly

breaking down. The intransparency in how consumer data collection informs

targeted advertising, how automated accounts proliferate on digital media

platforms, and how large-scale automated decisions can result in consumer harm

are just the most prominent examples. As we move to tackle these urgent

problems, we should be fully aware that we are addressing only one piece of a

much larger puzzle. But it is a start.
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Privacy

The disinformation problem is powered by the ubiquitous collection and

use of sensitive personal data online. Data feeds the machine learning

algorithms that create sophisticated behavioral profiles on the

individual, predict consumer and political preferences, and segment the

body politic into like-minded audiences. These analytics are then

accessed by or sold to advertisers that target tailored political messaging

at those audience segments—also known as filter bubbles—in ways used

to trigger an emotional response and which drive polarization, social

division, and a separation from facts and reason. Under current U.S. rules

and regulations, anything goes in this arena. The starting point to contain

this problem is to pop the filter bubbles. This can be done by increasing

user privacy and individual control over data in ways that blunt the

precision of audience segmentation and targeted communications.

Current privacy law is insufficient to the task. To build a new regime, we

can start by taking lessons from Obama-era legislative proposals, recent

progress in the California legislature, and Europe’s current regulatory

framework for data protection.

The connection between privacy and the problem of disinformation in our digital

information system sits at the core of the business of the digital platforms. The

platforms are designed to extract as much personal information as possible from

users in order to optimize the curation of organic content and the targeting of

ads. The less privacy a user has from the platform, the more precisely the

algorithms can target content. If that content is malignant, manipulative or

merely optimized to confirm pre-existing biases, the effect (however unintended)

is one that distances consumers from facts and fragments audiences into political

echo chambers by feeding them more and more of the content that the algorithm

predicts they prefer based on the data.

How does this work? The tracking-and-targeting data economy is based on two

interrelated commodities—individual data and aggregated human attention.

Companies offer popular, well-engineered products at a monetary price of zero.

They log user-generated data, track user behavior on the site, mine the

relationships and interactions among users, gather data on what their users do

across the internet and physical world, and finally, combine it all to generate and

maintain individual behavioral profiles. Each user is typically assigned a

persistent identifier that allows all data collected across multiple channels,

devices, and time periods to be recorded into an ever more sophisticated dossier.

Companies use these data profiles as training data for algorithms that do two

things: curate content for that user that is customized to hold their attention on

the platform, and sell access to profiling analytics that enable advertisers to

target specific messages tailored precisely for segmented user audiences that are
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likeliest to engage. These curation and targeting algorithms feed on one another

to grow ever smarter over time—particularly with the forward integration of

advanced algorithmic technologies, including AI. The most successful of the

platform companies are natural monopolies in this space; the more data they

collect, the more effective their services, the more money they make, the more

customers they acquire, and the more difficult it is for competitors to emerge.

The starting point to contain this problem is to pop

the filter bubbles.

Meanwhile, most users have very little visibility into or understanding of the

nature of the data-for-service transactional quality of the consumer internet, or

for the breathtaking scope of the tracking-and-targeting economy. A 2015 Pew

survey reported that 47 percent of Americans polled said they were not confident

they understood how their data might be used, and that “many of these people

felt confused, discouraged or impatient when trying to make decisions about

sharing their personal information with companies.”  And even if they do

become aware of the asymmetry of information between buyers and sellers, once

the market power plateau is reached with an essential service (such as internet

search or social networking), there is little in the way of meaningful consumer

choice to provide any competitive pressure.

Perhaps this lack of awareness is responsible for the persistent lack of public

demand for meaningful privacy regulation in the United States. Anecdotal

accounts suggest that many consumers seem not to care about protecting their

privacy. At the same time, though, we know from the fallout of the Cambridge

Analytica incident and prior academic studies that consumers do in fact place

some value on the privacy of their information.  Perhaps the lesson to draw from

this is that people typically don’t care about their privacy until and unless they

have experienced a harm from the unauthorized access or use of their personal

information. Or, more simply, they care, but they are resigned to the fact that

they have no real control over how their data is used if they want to continue to

have essential services. This explains the fact that, even in the aftermath of the

Cambridge Analytica incident, the #DeleteFacebook movement has apparently

proved inconsequential.

It is not only Facebook, Google, Twitter, and other internet companies that

engage or plan to engage in tracking and targeting practices. So do the owners of

physical networks—known as broadband internet access service (BIAS)
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providers. BIAS providers, situated as the consumer’s route to the internet as they

are, necessarily gain access to a universe of sensitive personal data including any

internet domains and unencrypted URLs the consumer may have visited—which

can readily be used to infer the consumer’s interests and preferences.  These

firms, the wireline leaders among them in United States being AT&T, Comcast,

and Verizon, enjoy tremendous market power in the regions in which they

operate. Meanwhile, they are increasingly investing in the digital advertising

ecosystem because they see synergies between their data collection practices and

the core resources needed to succeed in digital advertising.

People typically don’t care about their privacy until

and unless they have experienced a harm from the

unauthorized access or use of their personal

information.

Comcast, for example, owns subsidiaries Freewheel, an industry-standard video

ad management platform, and Comcast Spotlight, which enables advertising

clients to place targeted digital advertisements. Meanwhile, Verizon owns Oath,

which may possess the most sophisticated full-service digital advertising

technology stack outside of Google and Facebook. Each also owns significant

consumer media properties—for instance, NBC, Telemundo, and Universal

Pictures; and AOL, Yahoo!, and HuffPost respectively. And of course, both

Verizon and Comcast serve as BIAS providers as well, possessing regional market

power in providing internet service throughout the United States.

This is a dangerous vertical integration; it allows these corporations to provide

consumers internet service, maintain large stores of consumer data in-house,

generate behavioral profiles on consumers using that data, provide them with

digital content over their television networks and internet media properties, and

target ads at them over those digital platforms. And because these firms are not

compelled to reveal their management practices concerning consumer data, it is

difficult for the public to know if and how they use broadband subscribers’ web

browsing and activity data in the advertising ecosystem. But under current FCC

regulations, there alarmingly are few restrictions if any against its use. To resolve

this glaring problem, the Obama FCC promulgated rules that would have

established data privacy regulations on BIAS providers for the first time—

recognizing the potential harms of a network operator leveraging total access to

internet communications in and out of a household in order to collect and
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monetize data. Unfortunately, Congress nullified these rules soon after Trump

took office, leaving consumers with no protection against potential abuses.

The tracking-and-targeting regime pursued by these industries results in a

persistent commercial tension that pits the profits of an oligopoly of network

owners and internet companies against the privacy interests of the individual.

Without the oversight of regulators, the consumer has no chance in this contest.

The appropriate policy response to contain and redress the negative externalities

of the data tracking-and-targeting business must begin with an earnest treatment

of privacy policy. But the U.S. government currently possesses no clear way of

placing checks on the business practices relating to personal data. While narrow,

sectoral laws exist for particular practices—among them, the Children’s Online

Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), the Electronic Communications Privacy Act

(ECPA), the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), and the Health Information

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)—none of these independently or

collectively address the harms (including political disinformation) wrought by

the internet’s core tracking-and-targeting economy.

Without the oversight of regulators, the consumer

has no chance.

Internet companies and broadband network operators exist under a regulatory

regime that is largely overseen at the national level by the Federal Trade

Commission (FTC). Industry commitments to consumers are enforced

principally through Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act of 1914,

which prohibits “unfair or deceptive acts or practices.”  This regime allows the

FTC to hold companies accountable to voluntary policy commitments—including

privacy policies, terms of service and public statements—that they make to their

users. So if a firm chooses to be silent about certain practices, or proactively says

in fine text that it reserves the right to sell all of the subject’s data to the highest

bidder, then it has, in effect, made it extraordinarily difficult for the FTC to bring

an enforcement action against it for those practices since it could be argued that

the firm has not deceived the consumer.

The additional fact that the FTC largely lacks the ability to promulgate new

regulations from fundamental principles—known as “rulemaking authority”—

suggests that consumers face a losing battle against industry practices.
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The FTC is only empowered to punish firms for past abuses under Section 5,

including failures to comply with voluntary commitments—producing a light-

touch regime that cannot proactively protect consumers. The outcome is that the

industries that fall under its jurisdiction—including internet firms and the

broader digital advertising ecosystem—are for the most part responsible for

policing themselves.

The resulting self-regulatory mode of regulation established by the internet and

digital advertising industries companies in consultation with other stakeholders

is relatively favorable to the industry—providing it the leverage to negotiate

policies on its own terms. Industry experts can essentially define the terms of

frameworks like the Network Advertising Initiative’s Self-Regulatory Code of

Conduct, and while stakeholders including government and consumer advocates
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can attempt to influence the terms of such codes, there is nothing compelling the

industry to listen.  This is in part why we now have a digital ecosystem in which

personal data is largely out of the person’s control and rather in the corporation’s.

This is not to say that the FTC staff and commissioners do not act earnestly, but

rather that the agency as a whole requires far greater resources and authority to

effectively protect consumers of the firms for which the FTC is the principal

regulator, including internet-based services.

Industries that fall under the FTC's jurisdiction are

for the most part responsible for policing

themselves.

It is worth noting that on occasion, an FTC with political will can find ways to

corner companies that have made major missteps that deviate from the privacy

guarantees made to consumers in the terms of service. The FTC intervenes to

discipline companies by compelling them to agree to broad public-interest

settlements called consent orders. Facebook, Snapchat, and Google have all

entered such arrangements with the agency. These consent orders typically

require that the firm follow certain stipulated practices to the letter, and keep

agency staff informed of their compliance with those requirements.

Notably, though, the FTC lacks the resources to hold the companies that are

under consent orders accountable, or to develop consent orders with all bad

actors. For instance, in the case of Facebook, which was compelled by a 2011 FTC

consent order to have its privacy practices externally audited by

PricewaterhouseCoopers, the auditors missed for years the fact that those with

access to Facebook’s developer platform could siphon social graph data from an

entire friend network just by persuading a single user to agree to the terms of the

application.  PricewaterhouseCoopers found nothing wrong, even in its 2017

report, despite the December 2015 reports about the connections between

Cambridge Analytica and Sen. Ted Cruz.

The current system is broken. What we need now is a completely new legal

framework that establishes a baseline privacy law.
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The Legacy of the Obama Administration’s E�orts

As we consider how to structure an American baseline privacy law to treat

problems like filter-bubble-driven political disinformation, policymakers need

not start from zero. There have been several attempts to legislate baseline

commercial privacy in the past, the most comprehensive of which was the

“Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights” discussion draft published by the Obama

administration in early 2015.

Throughout President Barack Obama’s first term, the technology industry made

exciting predictions about the potential of applying sophisticated algorithms to

the processing of big data to generate new economic growth. Vast sums of

investment capital poured into the markets to develop new tools and create new

firms. Very little industry attention was paid to the privacy implications of this

data gold rush. The Obama administration accordingly predicted that the

industry’s trend toward more expansive data collection meant that a baseline

privacy law—legislation that could apply across industries and to most kinds of

personal data collected by companies—was necessary to protect consumer

privacy in the future.

What we need now is a completely new legal

framework that establishes a baseline privacy law.

In 2015, the Obama White House and U.S. Department of Commerce jointly

developed and released a legislative proposal that put forth a comprehensive

approach to regulating privacy called the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights Act of

2015. It was informed by more than two years of market research and policy

analysis, and amplified by the public outcry over data privacy that accompanied

the Snowden revelations in 2013. The wide-ranging proposal attempted to

encapsulate the key lessons—including from a corresponding 2012 report titled

the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, as well as policy efforts that came before like

the Clinton administration’s Electronic Privacy Bill of Rights and various

European approaches—into a legislative draft that the U.S. Congress could take

forward.

The hope was that Congress could work atop the legislative language shared by

the White House and send revised language back to the President’s desk. But the
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draft got very little traction. With the proposal opposed by industry as too

regulatory and by privacy advocates as too permissive, Congress never attempted

to legislate.

Looking back now, it appears the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights Act of 2015 was

ahead of its time. We begin our analysis by revisiting these ideas in light of

today’s market context and newfound political will.

Control

The clear and persistent public harms resulting from the tracking and targeting

data economy make quite clear that consumers have lost meaningful control over

how their data is collected, shared, sold, and used. Therefore, the starting point

for new digital privacy regulations must be the ability for consumers to control

how data collected by service providers is used, shared and sold. The ideas

expressed in the proposed Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights Act represent a good

starting point for deliberation in the way forward.

First and foremost is the proposed bill’s definition of personal data. It sets the

boundaries for what kinds of information pertaining to the individual is protected

under the bill. The discussion draft takes a broad approach and includes the

individual’s name, contact information, and unique persistent identifiers, but

also “any data that are collected, created, processed, used, disclosed, stored, or

otherwise maintained and linked, or as a practical matter linkable by the covered

entity, to any of the foregoing.”

Atop this framework, the draft proposes commanding and expansive rights for

the consumer. Data collectors “shall provide individuals with reasonable means

to control the processing of personal data about them in proportion to the privacy

risk to the individual and consistent with context.” Additionally, consumers

would be afforded the capacity for easy access to control their data in ways that

the data collector would have to to clearly explain. Consumers would also have

the right to withdraw consent at any time. These elements should be part of

future legislative and regulatory frameworks.

With these elements in place—a broad definition of personal data, and an

affordance of consumer control over what data is collected and how it is used to a

degree adjusted for various commercial contexts—the effectiveness of online

disinformation operations could be substantially reduced. This is because these

new protections would immediately blunt the precision of targeting algorithms as

service providers would be permitted to store and apply only the information that

the individual elects can be used. It would also begin to put limits on the now

ubiquitous data gathering practices in the industry that too often result in non-

purpose specific collection and data leakage to ill-intended actors.
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knowingly consented to have their data shipped to Cambridge Analytica or to sell

access to their profile to target ads sent by foreign agents to disrupt elections.

Because the problem of distortion in our political culture is exacerbated by the

scale of data collection that shape filter bubbles in digital media, the damage can

be limited by instituting the requirement that data be used only for transparent

and agreed-upon purposes as specified with the individual. There is no reason to

deny the individual consumer full knowledge of why and how data is collected,

particularly when it can so readily be used to abet the goals of nefarious actors.

But the problem remains that they are simply unaware of how their data is used,

and there is little they can do about that.

The Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights attempted to solve for exactly this

predicament by requiring that companies be transparent with users about what

kinds of data they collect and how they use it. This was accomplished in the

legislative draft through clever implementation of two core concepts that have

long been central to protective privacy policymaking: purpose specification and

use limitation.

Purpose specification—the general concept that before an individual’s data is

collected, the data-collecting entity (say, a BIAS provider)—should inform the

individual (in this case, a subscriber to broadband services) of what data is

collected and why it is collected. For instance, a BIAS provider needs to maintain

data on the subscriber’s identity and internet protocol (IP) address; the provider

also needs to receive and transmit the subscriber’s input signals as well as the

information routed back to the subscriber after server calls—in other words, the

subscriber’s broadband activity data. This information is needed by the BIAS

provider so that it can serve the subscriber with broadband internet services. A

BIAS provider that properly engages in purpose specification will note to the

subscriber the data streams it will collect to provide broadband services; commit

to the subscriber not to use the data for any other purpose; and enforce that

policy with rigor, or risk facing regulatory enforcement should it fail to do so.

There is no reason to deny the individual consumer

full knowledge of why and how data is collected.

Trust and transparency in data use

The tracking-and-targeting data economy has gone off the rails in large part

because it operates out of sight of the consumer. No Facebook user would have
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navigation to the URL “www.reddit.com”) in order to feed the subscriber that

data over the broadband connection. But perhaps less reasonable, at least

considering the average subscriber’s expectations, would be the forward use of

that sensitive broadband activity data—including URLs visited and time spent

exploring different domains—to infer the subscriber’s behavioral patterns and

consumer preferences to inform digital ad-targeting. This is the sentiment

captured in the principle of use limitation: that the data-collecting entity will

refrain from using the subject’s data for any reason outside of providing that

subject with a technically functional service offered to the degree and level of

service expected by the user. Stated differently, a policy regime that upholds use

limitation as a priority should use the minimum amount of personal data

required to uphold the technical functionality of its service.

These two principles—purpose specification and use limitation—are regularly

overlooked by the leading internet firms. This negligence has eroded the public’s

trust over time. Restoring them to the core of a new set of consumer privacy

rights will limit many of the harms we see today at the intersection of data

privacy and disinformation. For example, applied effectively, these rights would

restrict the practices of invisible audience segmentation and content-routing that

are exploited by disinformation operators. These rules would apply not only to

the internet companies; but also to the data broker industry, which exists

primarily to hoover up data from such sources as credit agencies, carmakers and

brick-and-mortar retailers in order to apply that data for purposes unrelated to

those for which it was given.

Drawing Lessons from the European Approach

The European Union, over the past several years, has developed its General Data

Protection Regulation (GDPR), a broad set of new laws that applies restrictions to

the general collection and use of personal data in commercial contexts. The

much-anticipated regulatory framework went into effect on May 25, 2018. The

regulation, which is technically enforced by the data protection authorities in

each of the 28 member states of the European Union, includes novel and

stringent limitations that will likely force significant changes to the operations of

the major internet firms that serve European consumers. Many of its provisions

mark important building blocks for any future American privacy law. Indeed,

many were transposed into the newly passed data privacy law in California,

which will go into effect in 2020.  Further, the principles of purpose specification

and use limitation encapsulated in the Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights come to

life vividly in the GDPR.
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Use limitation, meanwhile, is the idea that data collected on the individual will

not be utilized by the data-collecting entity outside the realm of reasonability.

Extrapolating the example of the BIAS provider, it is more than reasonable to

expect that they will need to take the user’s input data (say, the subscriber’s
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While the present industry landscape has encouraged an information

asymmetry, the GDPR will offer consumers more power in the face of powerful

internet companies. Among the GDPR’s constraints are the following.

• Consent and control: The GDPR requires that consent to data collection

and use must be “freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous.”

Further, the subject’s consent must be collected for each type of

processing of the subject’s data, and consent can be withdrawn at any time

in a manner easily available to and understandable by the subject. The

GDPR explicitly requires meaningful consent by regulating against the

opposite, as well; it bans opt-out data-collection consent frameworks in

forbidding the use of silent or passive regimes that have so often been

used by internet companies to collect consent in the past, particularly for

web cookies.

• Individual rights: The GDPR stipulates that data collectors offer a

number of unassailable rights to data subjects. One is the general

requirement that data collectors communicate their practices and the

individual’s options “in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily

accessible form, using clear and plain language.” Moving forward, such

requirements will be vital in providing consumers with the in-context

information needed to make thoughtful decisions about their personal

data. Equally important is the right to erasure of personal data held by a

data controller and to the portability of personal data, shareable with the

individual in machine-readable format. This latter provision, which we

will touch on further in the following section on competition policy, is

critical in the balance of power between individuals and corporates. In

addition, data subjects are afforded the rights to access their data, rectify

erroneous information about them, restrict the processing of their data,

and object to the collection and processing of their data.

• Protections from automated processing: Perhaps the GDPR’s most

novel set of restrictions are those it institutes in regard to the automated

processing and profiling of individuals. The core problem that the GDPR

attempts to address is that companies—especially internet companies—

analyze personal data to draw out certain inferences about us without our

knowledge. It is not raw data that allows internet companies to most

effectively curate ads and content; it is the inferences that these

companies are able to make about us—about our personalities, interests,

behaviors, character traits, and beliefs. But we know very little about this

kind of secret processing. The GDPR, for the first time, institutes hard

checks against this sort of practice, first by giving the individual the right

to object to “profiling to the extent it is related to direct marketing.”

Alongside this, the GDPR gives individuals the ability to request that firms
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cease the processing of their data and avoid making non-transparent

decisions about them that have been powered by profiling. Finally, the

regulation also establishes an important protection from algorithmic bias

by disallowing firms from making discriminatory decisions “against

natural persons on the basis of racial or ethnic origin, political opinion,

religion or beliefs, trade union membership, genetic or health status, or

sexual orientation.” This set of new protections in the face of the

industry’s use of opaque algorithms is a critical step in the right direction.

• Explicit regulations on sensitive personal data: Regulations

instituted by the GDPR include requirements that firms obtain explicit

consent for the collection of especially sensitive data, including data that

reveals “racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or

philosophical beliefs,” as well as the stipulation that enforcement

operators can block the collection of certain forms of personal data even if

the individual consents to its collection. This provision is a critical bulwark

for consumer privacy to guard against disinformation because this is the

kind of data that enables the sort of audience segmentation that catalyzes

filter bubbles and the distortion of the public sphere. The GDPR’s

restrictions over sensitive data could afford individuals substantially more

protection from malicious uses of their data.

• Strong enforcement: A stunning feature of the GDPR is its

establishment of harsh penalties for firms that violate the regulations.

Enforcement authorities can levy fines of up to either 20 million Euros or 4

percent of global turnover. These are penalties that will force the industry

into productive negotiations with both Brussels and the 28-nation

enforcement authorities.

This menu of regulatory powers afforded to the European regulatory community

is the start to establishing a strong privacy regime that will offer European

citizens far greater power in the face of the industry than they historically have

had. But how effective the regime instituted by GDPR will be determined in large

part by the nature of enforcement. An important consideration for national

policymakers in the United States will be whether we can accept a bifurcated

regime of data regulation that affords certain classes of individuals—Europeans

among them—one set of rights in the face of the industry, while Americans

continue to have lesser rights.

Another critical point for review in the U.S. policymaking community is the

usability challenge of GDPR. There is no doubt that the European regulations

have given EU citizens tremendous new rights against commercial practices, but

these rights have also come at an explicit cost to the individual consumer: The

internet-based services that have complied with GDPR have instituted a bevy of

compliance measures that add to the clutter of already-confusing privacy
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disclosures made by firms. Some of the apparent impacts include expanded fine

print in privacy policies, waves of email notifications, and increased just-in-time

consent mechanisms (e.g., to accept cookies). In addition, some services have

found the new regulations so challenging to comply with that they have

indefinitely ceased serving the EU—among them the Pinterest-owned service

called Instapaper,  the email unsubscribing service Unroll.me,  and the digital

versions of the Los Angeles Times and Chicago Tribune.  This clear trade-off with

usability imposed by GDPR is something that regulatory policymakers and the

industry should address together.

A Way Forward for an American Baseline on Privacy

The disinformation problem is directly catalyzed by the phenomenon of the filter

bubble and the consequential polarization of the American electorate. These

echo chambers are begotten by the industry’s expansive data collection,

consumer profiling, and content targeting that altogether exploit personal

information to segment audiences. Meaningful privacy regulation has the

potential to blunt the capacity for nefarious audience segmenting and

algorithmic targeting, which can thereby reverse the atomization of the polity

and restore social dialogue and engagement among communities with differing

views.

A baseline privacy law for the United States must begin by empowering the

consumer. We propose that the United States renew its efforts to pass a

comprehensive consumer privacy law that provides the following rights to the

individual, drawing on precedents from legislative analysis in the Obama White

House as well as legal frameworks in the EU and now in California.

• Control: Consumers require control of their data. This means that they

should have to give direct and meaningful consent to the collection of

their data by companies. It additionally means that they should have the

ability to withdraw the company’s access to it or delete it outright at any

time, and to object to the processing of their data, including in digital

advertising contexts, if they so choose. These controls should all be easy

to find and communicated plainly to consumers. And finally, the data over

which consumers have control should be the comprehensive set. As such,

legislators should define personal information broadly to include any and

all information pertaining to the individual, including the inferences that

the corporate makes about the individual. This is critical. It is upon those

inferences, whether drawn from first-party or third-party data, that

internet companies and other corporates truly premise their commercial

decisions.

• Transparency: As important, a baseline privacy law should enforce a

strong commitment to maintaining transparency with the user. Most users
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are likely completely unaware of the extent of the data collected about

them by internet companies and other firms in the digital ecosystem. Even

if they understand that companies like Facebook collect information

about them through their use of the company’s leading platforms, the

layperson is likely unaware of the use of such off-platform tracking

technologies as web cookies, email cookies, location beacons, and more.

And the fact is that companies like Facebook and Google are far from

being alone in using these technologies to maintain behavioral profiles.

The entire industry must be more transparent, and this can only be

enforced through federal legislation that appropriately codifies the privacy

concepts of purpose specification and use limitation.

• Enforcement: A critical failing of federal privacy and security policy

enforcement is that the enforcement is shockingly lax. Much of the

problem lies in the fact that the independent regulatory agencies—the

government entities that are meant to protect the public from corporate

abuse—are terribly resourced. Agencies that are charged to police the

digital sector including the FCC and FTC lack the funding and staff

necessary to give the industry the scrutiny it deserves. More staff and

funding can alleviate a number of tensions, among them the need to begin

new investigations, understand modern and evolving technology,

maintain closer ongoing dialogues with industry and civil society, and

reduce the harm wrought by regulatory capture. Legislators should assure

more resource goes to these two agencies in particular. Should Congress

be unable to adequately resolve these consistent issues plaguing the

regulatory agencies, legislators should afford consumers a private right of

action so that they can sue firms in the industry directly.

Recent developments in California—particularly with the passage of Assembly

Bill 375 as the new California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018—deserve

recognition as the starting point for a path forward at the national level. This law

is now the most protective privacy standard anywhere in the United States. We

saw even greater promise in the ballot initiative that was originally proposed, and

which prompted the serious consideration of A.B. 375; it was more robust and

would have afforded individuals many novel protections in the face of digital

disinformation. However, the California Consumer Privacy Act—which was

watered down after interest lobbying—still represents progress from which the

rest of the nation should build.

A baseline privacy law for the United States must

begin by empowering the consumer.
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The new law affords California residents important new data rights vis-a-vis

businesses that collect their personal data. But among the new law’s less

redeeming qualities are its lack of a private action for the individual for any

violations of the law besides those encapsulated in its data breach regime, and a

general reliance on attorney general enforcement in its stead; its lax definition of

personally identifiable information, which is borrowed from California’s existing

data breach statute, which fails to include most kinds of modern data collected by

internet companies among others; the fact that the rights to data-related requests

about oneself are premised on that restrictive definition of personal information;

and the fact that the right to be forgotten only applies to data that is directly

provided by the user.

Our hope is that California’s new law can trigger a much-needed discussion

amongst policymakers at the national level—and renewed calls for the sort of

meaningful federal legislation that we discuss above.
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Competition

The relationship between market power, competition policy, and the

problem of disinformation in our political culture is structural and

indirect. The digital platform companies that aggregate and publish

media content from channels across the internet have enormous

influence over public discourse as de facto editors that determine the

content we see. While there is some logic in applying regulations to

monopolies as “one stop shops” to address immediate public harms, the

long terms solution must involve a more robust competitive landscape to

put market forces to work diversifying the digital media landscape. More

to the point, competition policy affords opportunities to restore user

control over data through portability and to provide individuals with the

leverage they need to shape digital media products that do not devolve to

the logic of data driven attention capture.

People are gradually losing track of the distinction between credible and

questionable sources of news on the internet. “I saw it on Facebook”

encapsulates the problem underlying the nation’s broken media system.

Facebook, of course, is not a publisher. It is both a media company and a

technology platform that distributes the publications of others, whose brands

meanwhile fade into the background of the medium.

The same is true (in slightly different ways) of Google search, YouTube, Twitter,

and other internet platforms that aggregate content. And although these

companies cannot be considered news editors in the traditional sense, they do

perform one key editing task: selecting which content their audience will see. In

so doing, they choose not to select content based on a set of judgements related

to the democratic role of public service journalism (i.e. out of a principled

commitment to inform the public). Instead, they make selections based on what

will keep the user on the platform longer, thus enabling the display of more ads

and the collection of more user data.

“I saw it on Facebook” encapsulates the problem

underlying the nation’s broken media system.

To be sure, this raw commercial logic was always a part of the media business,

too. But on digital platforms, it has become the entire business. For modern
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internet platforms, gone is the notion that the media entity should cultivate a set

of top stories that meet the needs of an informed citizen. The criteria for

selection here are derived from algorithmic processing of the voluminous data

that these companies keep about each user. From the data, they determine what

users will find relevant, attractive, outrageous, provocative, or reassuring—a

personalized editorial practice designed not to journalistically inform citizens,

but rather to grab and hold every user’s attention. The precision and

sophistication of the preference-matching grows with the improvement of the

technology and the quantity of data. And the algorithm is indifferent as to

whether it leads the user to towards facts and reasoned debate or towards

conspiracy and nonsense.

When the attention-maximizing algorithms that serve as the editors of our

political culture generate negative externalities for the public—such as filter

bubbles that amplify disinformation and atomize the polity into opposed clusters

—it is the role of government to act on behalf of society to reverse or contain the

damage. This can happen in a variety of ways. We can make the criteria of the

content selection—the aforementioned editing function—more visible to the user

by stipulating that the platform’s algorithms be made transparent to the public.

We can also limit the amount of data the companies may process in order to blunt

the precision of those filtering algorithms and protect people from being

segmented into self-reinforcing, misinformed audiences by requiring more

stringent privacy policies. (We have covered these approaches in the previous two

sections)

As a third option, we can promote market competition by giving people more

control over their data and generating alternative ways for people to find the

information they seek. The theory of change behind this potential measure is that

by destabilizing the monopoly markets for digital media aggregation, curation,

and distribution, we will foster new market structures that better serve public

interest outcomes.

What is the starting point for new competition policy that can better reflect the

changes wrought by the digital ecosystem? For years, there has been public

debate about whether the major technology platforms—Google, Facebook,

Amazon, and Apple, in particular—are monopolies and whether they should

justifiably be broken up or regulated as utilities. The phenomenal growth,

profitability, and market share enjoyed by these firms heightens the urgency of

the issue.

Without question, there is tremendous concentration of wealth and market

power in the technology sector. And many segments of the digital economy bear

the hallmarks of a “winner-take-all” market.  The top companies have gained

dominance through a combination of data, algorithms and infrastructure that

organically creates network effects and inhibits competitors. Put simply, once a

network-based business reaches a certain scale, it is nearly impossible for
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competitors to catch up. The size of its physical infrastructure, the sophistication

of its data processing algorithms (including AI and machine learning), and the

quantity of data served on its infrastructure and feeding its algorithms

(constantly making them smarter) constitutes an unassailable market advantage

that leads inexorably to natural monopoly.

The top companies have gained dominance through

a combination of data, algorithms and

infrastructure that organically creates network

effects and inhibits competitors.

For example, there is simply no economically viable method for any company to

match Google’s capability in the search market or Facebook’s capacity in social

networking. That is not to say these companies are eternal. But it does mean that

until there is a major shift in technology or consumer demand, they will dominate

in the winner-take-all market. It is also worth raising the caveat that we must be

mindful that a regulatory regime across a variety of issues that requires extensive

resources to implement could perversely add to this market dominance—as the

existing oligopoly might be the only market players able to fully comply. That

said, this is not a reason to shy away from addressing the competition problem

head-on; and there are ways to tier regulatory requirements to match

proportional impact of different kinds of firms.

Digital policy expert Peter Swire offers a useful rubric to evaluate whether a

company has achieved monopoly-scale market power.  He offers four criteria:

market share, essentiality of services, natural monopoly characteristics, and high

consumer costs for exiting the market. In each of these categories, the tech

platforms have met the standard. One company controls more than 91 percent of

the global market in internet search,  two companies control 73 percent of the

digital advertising market,  and one company operates the world’s two most

popular internet-based, non-SMS text messaging applications.  And to exit these

markets, consumers pay a high price, particularly if they are long time users of

the service.

This last point on the high cost of market exit—or switching costs, if there even

exists a competitor that could offer a substitutable service—bears further

consideration because it is directly related to the topic of the previous section on

privacy. In these markets, most products are “free” in the sense that consumers
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need not pay in hard currency for access to the service. But instead, they must

pay by trading their personal information for services; in other words, they pay a

“privacy price.” Because there is little competition in these markets, and

therefore little consumer choice, there is no option when a consumer becomes

sensitive to rising privacy prices. These privacy prices are perfectly inelastic. No

matter how much data Google or Facebook extract from users, no matter how

that data is monetized, and no matter what level of transparency accompanies

the user agreement, there is very little change in the user’s demand for the

service.

The leading digital platform companies have mastered this basic microeconomic

dynamic. This is why a failure to agree to the terms of service results in only one

option for consumers: to not use the service at all. Following Swire’s logic, if the

service is essential and the exit costs are high, then there is no choice at all.

Consequently, the argument that the absence of consumer flight from the

product is a market signal indicating satisfaction or indifference is an

extraordinarily misleading fallacy. And placing the disinformation lens over this

conundrum suggests the unsettling notion that to participate on the major

internet platforms, consumers will necessarily be forced accept that political

falsehoods shall be targeted at them.

No matter how much data Google or Facebook

extract from users, no matter how that data is

monetized, and no matter what level of

transparency accompanies the user agreement,

there is very little change in the user’s demand for

the service.

Europeans have begun pressing the point that privacy and competition policy

converge when a company with market power makes unreasonable demands for

data-sharing in its terms of service. The German antitrust authority opened an

investigation of Facebook’s practices last year, making precisely this case.

Similarly, the GDPR provision that requires companies to offer meaningful,

nondiscriminatory options for opting out of data sharing service agreements

intends to address this reality as well.  Indeed, one of the most high-profile

lawsuits filed against the major technology companies in the wake of GDPR
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enforcement points to the failure of Facebook to provide meaningful alternatives

to accepting all terms and conditions of use.

Regardless of whether these companies are defined as monopolies, their market

position justifies an increase in regulation and oversight to protect consumer

welfare, especially on data privacy. There have to be meaningful options for

privacy other than the binary choice of accepting whatever terms are offered by

monopolies for essential services or exiting the market altogether, particularly

given the obscure, misleading, or hard-to-find privacy options currently offered

by some of the companies leading this sector.  The policy ramifications

implicate the need for both strong privacy policy enforcement as well as new

forms of competition policy.

In light of this market and policy analysis, we see an urgent need to rethink

competition policy as it applies to the technology sector. We believe the following

measures, profiled in ascending order of ambition given current technological

and political constraints, are necessary and promising opportunities for progress

that demand further inquiry and examination in Washington and beyond. Most

critically, we hope that these proposed measures can spark more robust

discussion, research, and policy analysis.
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Restrictions on Mergers and Acquisitions

There is an entire ecosystem of technology start-up companies that are built by

their founders in hopes of being acquired for tidy sums by the dominant

technology firms. And more visibly, the major technology firms have been overt

in their strategy to acquire any competitive entrant that appears to gain market

momentum (e.g. Instagram, WhatsApp, DoubleClick, YouTube, and Waze). This

practice of acquiring competitors should be monitored and restricted. Looking

back, it is clear that regulators should have been far more careful in assessing the

potential of past mergers to result in market power and consumer harms. Any

mergers that are permitted should be scrutinized and conditioned to restrict

data-sharing between affiliates.

Top 10 Acquisitions Over Past 10 Years for the 4 Major Internet
Companies

Alphabet

Company name Price Type Date 

Motorola
Mobility 

$12,500,000,000
Device
manufacturer 

August 2011 

Nest Labs $3,200,000,000 Automation 
January
2014 

DoubleClick $3,100,000,000 Digital advertising April 2007 

YouTube $1,650,000,000 Video social media 
October
2006 

HTC properties $1,100,000,000 
Intellectual
property 

September
2017 

Waze $966,000,000 GPS navigation June 2013 

AdMob $750,000,000 Digital advertising 
November
2009 

ITA Software $676,000,000 Travel technology April 2011 
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Company name Price Type Date 

Postini $625,000,000 
Communications
security 

July 2007 

DeepMind
Technologies 

$625,000,000 
Arti�cial
intelligence 

January
2014 

Amazon

Company name Price Type Date 

Whole Foods
Market 

$13,700,000,000
Supermarket
chain 

June 2017 

Zappos $1,200,000,000 E-commerce July 2009 

Pillpack $1,000,000,000 E-commerce June 2018 

Ring $1,000,000,000 
Security
technology 

February
2018 

Twitch $970,000,000 Streaming video August 2014 

Kiva Systems $775,000,000 Robotics March 2012 

Souq.com $580,000,000 E-commerce March 2017 

Quidsi $545,000,000 E-commerce
November
2010 

Elemental
Technologies 

$500,000,000 Video technology 
September
2015 

Annapurna Labs $370,000,000 Microelectronics Jan-15 
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Company
name Price Type Date 

Beats
Electronics 

$3,000,000,000
Electronics and music
streaming 

August 2014

NeXT $404,000,000 
Hardware and
software 

February
1997 

Anobit $390,000,000 Flash memory 
December
2011 

AuthenTec $356,000,000 Security July 2012 

PrimeSense $345,000,000 Scanners 
November
2013 

P.A. Semi $278,000,000 
Semiconductor
technology 

April 2008 

Quattro
Wireless 

$275,000,000 Digital advertising 
January
2010 

C3
Technologies 

$267,000,000 Mapping August 2011 

Turi $200,000,000 Machine learning July 2009 

Lattice Data $200,000,000 Arti�cial intelligence May 2017 

Facebook

Company
name Price Type Date 

WhatsApp $19,000,000,000 Mobiel messaging 
February
2014 

Oculus VR $2,000,000,000 Virtual reality 
March
2014 

Apple
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Company
name Price Type Date 

Instagram $1,000,000,000 Social media April 2012 

LiveRail $400m-500,000,000
Digital monetization
platform 

August
2014 

Face.com $100,000,000 Facial recognition June 2012 

Atlas
Solutions 

<$100,000,000 Digital advertising 
February
2013 

Parse $85,000,000 
Application
development tools 

April 2013 

Snaptu $70,000,000 Mobile application March 2011

Pebbles $60,000,000 Augmented reality July 2015 

FriendFeed $47,500,000 Social networking 
August
2009 

Moreover, merger review should explicitly consider not only the concentration of

horizontal market power but also the concentration of data that enables

competitive advantage in multiple adjacent market segments. For example, in

the case of Facebook’s acquisition of Instagram, a case can be made that these

services address different markets. However, the user data they collect that

informs ad-targeting decisions is firmly in the same market, and more

importantly, it is the market where most of the revenues are generated.

The most effective route for a Silicon Valley firm to profile individual users is to

collect as much data as possible from as many sources as possible to create a

comprehensive store of data that takes advantage of inferential redundancies to

affirm the individual’s behavioral preferences with greatest confidence and also

eliminate any inaccuracies raised by misleading outlier activity data. If data is a

source of primary value in the modern economy, then it should be a significant

focus of merger review.

In addition, we would suggest an inquiry focused on the vertical integration of

tracking and targeting services. The largest abuses of market power that appear

to drive privacy violations, political polarization, cultural radicalization, and
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social fragmentation are rooted in the combination of data tracking and audience

targeting within a single business. This is particularly true for companies that

possess tremendous amounts of data collected through the primary service (i.e.,

“on-platform” collection) but generate substantial marginal value atop that by

aggregating data collected outside the service and buying it from third party

vendors (i.e., “off-platform” collection).

If data is a source of primary value in the modern

economy, then it should be a significant focus of

merger review.

To conduct this analysis and regulatory review effectively, it is likely necessary to

put a value or price on personal data. It is clear that the industry makes these

calculations (as do their investors) when they review an acquisition or merger

proposal. Regulators must also do so in order to generate relevant standards of

review. One way to test this theory would be for regulators to study mergers

approved in years past that received limited scrutiny and have since resulted in

apparent increases in market power. These might include Facebook-Instagram,

Facebook-Whatsapp, Google-DoubleClick, and Google-YouTube. Experts can

look at changes in the market post-merger to determine the effect on price,

market share, and consumer choice. By applying a standard of review pegged to

the concentration of value in data and aggregated consumer attention that

national regulators previously missed in these cases, we may discover ways to

build a generally applicable rule that better protects consumers from

anticompetitive commercial behaviors for the future.

Antitrust regulators can also specifically look to apply heightened privacy and

security restrictions on certain firms. For mergers and acquisitions made in

particular sectors, as in the case of BIAS providers acquiring media properties or

advertising technology firms, there could be tailored restrictions that treat the

problem of privacy in this especially sensitive context. For instance, BIAS

providers seeking to close such acquisitions could be required to abide by tailored

regimes to protect consumer privacy and security like the broadband privacy

rules promulgated by the Obama FCC. In a similar example, firms that

participate in the digital advertising ecosystem could be required not to link any

shared or acquired data with any persistent identifiers.
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The underlying goal here is to make space for competitive service providers to

challenge the market dominance of the large platforms by offering new products

—including those that privilege truly protective consumer privacy as a feature.

Antitrust Reform

From its origins, this country has been governed with strong anti-monopoly

views; as far back as 1641, the legislature of the Colony of Massachusetts decreed:

“There shall be no monopolies granted or allowed among us but of such new

inventions as are profitable to the country, and that for a short time.”  The

primary mode of antitrust regulation in the United States correspondingly

became rooted in maintaining competition in the market, and it is the underlying

theory of structural economics that significantly influenced what came to be

known as the Harvard School of antitrust, which held that a market tending

toward monopoly or oligopoly could result in societal harm because such

concentration in the market would afford firms excessive power over other

societal entities.

In short, concentrated markets could lead to anticompetitive behavior, collusion,

barriers to market entry, and consumer harm, such as raising prices, lowering

quality of products and services, limiting the variety of offerings, and lowering

capacity for innovation. Corporate power could also lead to predatory pricing

schemes and the diminishing of competitive forces in the market more generally.

The harms to the public would then include lower wages, the creation of fewer

novel enterprises and innovations, and increased political clout among the

monopolistic class in a way that might threaten democracy. The Harvard School’s

goal was thus to premise regulation and enforcement on the structure of a market

to protect competition and public welfare.

The influence of the Harvard School’s theory of antitrust, dominant for most of

American history, has waned in the last few decades. In its place has risen the

Chicago School of antitrust enforcement.  It does not premise antitrust

enforcement on the idea that the accumulation of market power allows the firm

to engage in anticompetitive behaviors and that if it does, then the firm should be

scrutinized. The new school of thought argues that enforcement should only

come into consideration if a clear harm to consumer welfare can be established.

In the Chicago School, that means basically only one thing: increased prices. The

support for this new style of approach from all corners of the federal government,

in part on the basis of Robert Bork’s well-known writings on antitrust reform,

established it as the framework of choice for regulators throughout the 1970s and

1980s.

As many scholars have documented, this regime, still largely in place today,  is

broken.  It creates arbitrary boundaries for regulatory jurisdiction. A firm that
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limits choices for consumers can be just as (or more) harmful to the consumer as

another that hikes prices; both practices diminish the consumer’s value for

money. To require that antitrust enforcement officials premise their decision-

making primarily on whether or not consumer welfare has been harmed on the

sole basis of price increases is to miss the point that a firm’s presence and activity

in the market is expressed through many variables, not exclusively consumer

prices, and that the consumer suffers if any of these variables works against the

interest of the consumer.

And indeed, it is clear now that the United States has missed the point. The near-

required premise that antitrust regulators must establish harm to consumer

welfare as evidenced by price hikes has apparently failed as the national economy

has undergone the influences of rapid globalization. And when we consider the

case of internet platforms in particular, it becomes quite difficult to find a way to

address any anticompetitive behaviors in which they engage since many of them

do not charge prices for their services or undercut the alternatives.

As a result, the march to market power in the tech industry has been largely

unimpeded. These firms have become so large and valuable that they resist

conventional instruments of oversight. Even in cases when regulators take

aggressive action against anticompetitive practices (such as tying arrangements),

it does not appear to create a disciplinary impact on the market. Consider the

EU’s recent announcement of a record fine against Google—$5 billion on top of

last year’s $2.7 billion fine—for violating competition standards in Europe.

Despite these setbacks, Alphabet’s stock price continues to rise as investors seem

to shrug this off as a cost of doing business.

It becomes difficult to find a way to address any

anticompetitive behaviors in which internet

platforms engage since many of them do not charge

prices for their services or undercut the alternatives.

But are the leading internet brands causing consumers harm in any way? To see

one of the most important and devastating examples of this harm, we need only

connect back to the topic of digital disinformation and its distortion of the public

sphere. For all of the reasons we have documented here (and elsewhere),  the

concentration of market power in digital advertising and information distribution

has catalyzed polarization and irrationality in our political culture. But the
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problem is not simply about the elevation of low quality information, it is also

about the decline in high quality information. To put it mildly, the public service

news industry did not adapt well to the disruption of the internet, the

displacement of print media as a profitable service, and the rise of platforms as

aggregated distributors of digital content. With some notable exceptions (e.g. The

Economist), the rising fortunes of Google and Facebook have coincided with a

catastrophe for traditional news businesses.

A full account of why this happened and who bears ultimately responsibility is a

beyond the scope of this essay. The point we want to make is straightforward:

The accumulation of market power in the aggregation of news content in search

and social media (for a zero price) together with the domination of the digital ad

market (and the vast disparity of digital ad prices compared to print) has left the

news industry with no path back to the profit models they enjoyed for nearly a

century.

Whether we choose to read this history of the present as negative market

externalities that accompanied a technological paradigm shift or the predatory

pricing of digital platform monopolies, the public harm is clear as day: There are

fewer journalists working today and less quality news in distribution than there

once was—and as a society already in political tumult, we could not afford any

decline at all. While it would not be fair to lay all of the blame on Silicon Valley’s

largest firms, it would be equally foolish to ignore the role they have played in

weakening the 4th Estate and the responsibility they carry to help address this

public problem. Hearkening back to the Harvard School, it is the role of antitrust

regulators to protect the public from both the direct and the indirect harms of

concentrated market power.

The rising fortunes of Google and Facebook have

coincided with a catastrophe for traditional news

businesses.

What do those harms look like exactly? Traditional journalistic organizations all

over the United States, including major outlets such as the Seattle Post-

Intelligencer, San Francisco Chronicle, and Detroit Free Press, have all drastically

reduced their services in recent years. The news hole they have vacated is not

empty, it is filled with all manner of content that Facebook and Google

algorithms deem to be the most relevant. But relevance is not the same as quality.

Nor does it begin to replace the social contract established in the commercial
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news industry a century ago that sought (however imperfectly) to balance

commerce with public service—a commitment from which consumers continue

to benefit every time they pick up the newspaper, watch a television journalist, or

visit a news website. On platforms like Facebook and Google, meanwhile, money

rules over all else, expressed through the sale of aggregated attention to the end

showing the consumer a relevant ad. This reality has engendered the dangerous

forms of disinformation which now pervade over these platforms.

National policymakers and the public will require far more open scholarship on

these matters to determine what the appropriate direction and dosage of

regulatory or legislative action should be. But we must begin with a more

thorough economic analysis of the current market structure in this information

ecosystem. We see two areas of significant potential for competition enforcement

officials as they consider the market power of internet platforms: to subject them

to stricter antitrust reviews, and to apply stricter regulations on their business

practices. Both sets of measures may be appropriate and necessary to adequately

replace power in the hands of the individual consumer.

In regard to stricter antitrust reviews, we see great promise in empowering

regulators to pursue enforcement against the industry on the basis of predatory

pricing.  While the leading internet firms’ style of predatory pricing—in offering

zero-cost services or intellectual offerings at cut prices on the strength of the

backing of the institutional investment community—carries a starkly different

flavor from the schemes of the past in more traditional industries, it is predatory

nonetheless and likely diminishes competition. And as the major platform

companies offer a zero-price service, a clear externality is their indifference (and

abdication of editorial responsibility) to maintaining a commitment to the

veracity of the content shared on their platforms. This meanwhile contributes to

an information ecosystem that is plagued by vastly decreased journalistic

capacities at a time when the public requires far better access to the truth.

Scholars and critics have furthermore contested that antitrust officials can and

should pursue vertical integrations of firms in the digital ecosystem.  We agree

with this perspective. As discussed above, the business model emerging amongst

firms that have for the most part been thought of as internet service providers—

among them Verizon, Comcast, and AT&T—is progressively gravitating toward

the dissemination of new media content and digital advertising. This

combination of business practices at successive regions of the value chain

presents a difficult challenge to the individual consumer’s autonomy and privacy

from the industry, and is one that requires further investigation, particularly in an

era where the federal regulatory agencies largely lack a foothold to pursue these

types of integration.
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On platforms like Facebook and Google, meanwhile,

money rules over all else, expressed through the

sale of aggregated attention to the end showing the

consumer a relevant ad.

We are similarly concerned about the accumulation and cultivation of personal

data pursued by the leading internet firms as well, Facebook and Google among

them. Both of these firms have sought to purchase other internet properties, thus

closing horizontal mergers with brands like Waze and WhatsApp, and

subsequently share consumer data collected throughout their universe of apps so

as to compile behavioral profiles on individuals across their services. This carries

with it certain privacy risks; consumers are often not aware that their YouTube

viewing data could be shared with Waze to inform ad-targeting on the navigation

service.

But perhaps even more critically, this ongoing accumulation and amalgamation

of data—which is done purely for Google’s commercial purposes—places Google

in a position of power; its surveillance operation, powered by Alphabet’s

incredible wealth, reach and market power, can allow it to identify gaps in the

market sooner than anyone else and pursue them in an anticompetitive manner.

This is indeed among the concerns that were raised when Google infamously

announced in 2012 that it would be reformulating its user privacy commitments

into a single policy that would apply across the majority of its services.

Intimations that Facebook was exploring data-sharing arrangements with its

subsidiary WhatsApp, which have variously since been confirmed  and may

have led to the departure of WhatsApp’s founders,  show that this sort of

combination of data profiles from different services is a problem that is not

restricted only to Google.

As antitrust regulators consider the case of internet firms, there is a menu of

regulatory mechanisms (beyond the merger and acquisition measures discussed

in the previous section) that can be pursued in contexts such as reviews of

monopoly power, vertical integrations, acquisition proposals, or others to restrict

the potential for harmful anticompetitive behaviors in the industry. Some of

these include the following, presented here in no particular order.

• Maintain commitments to past policies, including privacy

restrictions: Firms could be required to abide by all privacy policies,
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terms of service, and other publicly disclosed commitments to users if

they wish to acquire smaller entities and broaden their reach in a

horizontal market. Such a measure, if applied in the case of a merger or

acquisition, can obviate situations where a firm like Google extracts data

from the acquired firm like DoubleClick to further strengthen its

dominance in a given market.

• Require transparency in data management practices: As we argue

elsewhere, transparency is not an antidote to consumer concerns like

privacy, but it is a feature that can nonetheless have great impact if

influencers come to understand the inner workings of the industry. To that

end, antitrust officials could require certain monopolistic, vertically

integrated, or merging entities to disclose any and all data management

practices to the public or to the regulatory agency. If such a requirement is

difficult to impose, antitrust officials could at a minimum require that only

certain data sharing arrangements taking place within the firm’s silos in

particularly concerning ways be disclosed to regulatory bodies. Such

conditions can enable agencies like the Antitrust Division to monitor the

firm’s data practices and determine whether or not it is impeding third-

party access to its platform services such as advertising networks or media

properties in an anticompetitive manner.

• Assure government rights to review, investigate, and enforce:

Antitrust officials can establish conditions whereby if a firm presents

particularly concerning challenges to market competition, or they permit

a merger or acquisition to close, they will reserve the right to review the

entity’s compliance with all rules and regulations it is subject to.

Additionally, officials can demand that they be afforded the right to access

any relevant proprietary information and interview any key personnel

should they wish to understand more about the merged firm’s business

practices.

• Require support of a public media trust fund: The government could

organize—and antitrust officials could require subject firms’ support of—a

public media trust fund that redistributes contributions to journalistic

organizations. The idea, raised by various scholars, can go a long way in

restoring the strength of failing businesses that have a public interest

quality to them including local journalistic outfits.

• Examine utility-style regulation to counterweight market abuses:

The idea scholars have proposed that the leading internet platforms

should be regulated in a manner similar to public utilities deserves serious

attention. This sort of measure would require as a premise an evidentiary

finding that the internet companies that should fall under such scrutiny

are indeed monopolies or form a part of a tight oligopoly in particular
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market segments. Such a development could impart immense benefits to

the modern information ecosystem if some kinds of nondiscrimination

requirements were applied with circumspect rigor. Given the dominance

that companies like Google and Facebook enjoy in the market for

information consumption, the public may well benefit from

implementation of new rules that notionally require that the platforms

limit the ways they give preferential treatment to their own products and

services. The EU’s challenge of Google’s promotion of its own shopping

services serves as an example of the type of impact such a mode of

regulation could have.

As difficult as it may be to achieve such reforms of our antitrust regime given the

current political environment, pursuing this level of scrutiny to maintain sound

competition policies can significantly blunt the capacity for anticompetitive

behaviors in the industry, and as a result, enable and, in time, assure heightened

stability and health of the electorate’s information ecosystem.

Robust Data Portability

The market for digital media is premised on gathering personal data, building

detailed behavioral profiles on individuals, and extracting value by selling

advertisers targeted access to those users. There are very limited consumer

choices in this market and high barriers to competitive entry for alternative

service providers. These circumstances offer a clear case for policies that

mandate data mobility or portability. This is true for many adjacent markets in e-

commerce as well. According to the logic of “winner-take-all” network effects in

the data economy, we should expect to see more of this trend. In this market,

consumers trade data for services (or give data in addition to money), but they

reap only a marginal reward for the value of that data (e.g. more relevant ads).

The lion’s share of the value from the data stays with the large data controllers.

Consequently, when we consider structural solutions to the problem of data-

driven filter bubbles, we are led logically to engage the question of how to

distribute the value in the data economy more equitably.

The starting point here is data portability, an idea enshrined in the EU’s GDPR as

well as California’s new data privacy law.  At the minimum, consumers should

be able to have a copy of all data stored about them by a service provider. But

critically, we would add that consumers should have access not only to user-

generated content, but to the data that is generated about them by that company

(which is often more valuable than user-generated content because it is

combinatorial data linked to a wide variety of tracked user behaviors and

interactions with other users). This is not about data ownership; it is about how

individuals can exercise rights to control their digital identities; that is, to direct

and protect their own personal information and benefit from the economic value
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generated from it, thus affording them the capacity to shape their digital

personalities in the ways they wish to shape them.

The lion’s share of the value from the data stays with

the large data controllers.

This is also not solely about privacy. It is about the distribution of value in the

digital and data economy. If the future marketplace is dominated by machine

learning algorithms that rely on the “labor” of personal data to turn the engine of

pattern recognition, knowledge generation and value creation, then it follows

that individuals should be empowered to have as much control as possible over

the data that matters to them, that defines their identities to other parties, and

which powers these facets of the modern economy.

Today, data portability offered by leading internet companies has extremely

limited value because the data that these firms choose to make available is largely

incomplete and not usefully formatted. Further, there are few if any competitors

that might even try to use it, either because they do not have the capability to do

so or because they do not see the economic value. Notably, there are some

(perhaps counterintuitive) signs within the companies that this could change.

The recent announcement of the Data Transfer Project (DTP)  is very

interesting. It is a project that brings Google, Facebook, Twitter, and Microsoft in

a partnership to create a common API that permits users to move data between

these service providers. So far, the project has limitations. It is in a very early

stage and not yet ready for wide scale use. Exactly what data is given for transfer

isn’t clear. And the way the project is described suggests the creators weren’t

thinking about data portability as a hallmark feature of digital consumer

behavior, but rather as an infrequent but important need to switch service

providers.  Nonetheless, the appearance of the DTP shows that a more

decentralized model of data management is not impossible under the current

system, and element sof it might even be embraced by the large platforms.

What we propose here goes considerably beyond what DTP imagines. If we

established a general right to robust data portability, expanded the concept of

API-based inter-firm data exchange in the DTP with global technical standards,

and built on that idea to fundamentally restructure the market, the resultant

positive change for consumers would be inordinate.
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Data portability offered by leading internet

companies has extremely limited value because the

data that these firms choose to make available is

largely incomplete and not usefully formatted

Consider the potential for competitive market entrants if users were able to move

to alternative service providers carrying the full value of their data, including the

analytical inferences generated about them based on that data. Consider the

value (in services and compensation) that users might unlock if they could

reassemble data from every company that tracks, collects or stores data about

them or for them into a user-controlled data management service. Consider the

rebalancing of asymmetrical market power if these data management services

could act on behalf of users to engage automatically with data controllers of all

kinds to ensure data usage limits are held to a pre-chosen standard rather than

the defaults offered in user agreements. Consider the possibilities that might

emerge if users on one platform could reach users on a competitive service

through a common application programming interface. Consider how users

could choose to pool data with others (of their own volition) and create collective

value that might be transferred to different platforms for new services or

monetized for mutual gain. There are significant technical and data privacy

challenges to making this a reality—in part because some of the value of one

individual’s data lies in the ways in which it is combined with another’s data—but

it has enormous potential.

As a thought experiment to explore new ideas and policy proposals, we offer the

provocative proposal for data portability that follows. We believe some

approximation of this concept would create substantial competitive pressure in

the market with myriad potential benefits. But specific to the focus of this

analysis, a change in market structure of this type would act to curb the negative

externalities of data markets that are driving the proliferation of disinformation.

Here is how it might work.

• Define the Market: Establish a legal definition for data controllers or

data brokers—commercial firms of a certain size that collect, process, and

commercialize personal information as a direct or indirect part of their

business.
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• Establish Individual Data Rights: These rights would include full

transparency about the nature and scope of personal data collected,

processed, shared or sold by the data controller. It would include access to

the personal data given by the individual to a data controller as well as the

data generated by the data controller about the individual. It would

include the right to view, delete, or revise this data. And it would permit all

individuals to set the conditions for the type of data collected, the uses to

which it may be put, the terms of sharing and commercialization, and the

frequency of consent required. (These rights map to the standards

described in the previous section.)

• Portability: All data controllers would be required to make it possible for

users (upon request) to access, copy, and port their data through a simple

API. The format of ported data should be standardized so that ported data

can be aggregated by the individual into a digital “data wallet” that should

be machine-readable so that other data collectors can process the data

should the individual wish to share personal data with them.

• Data Management Service Marketplace: Because it is unreasonable to

expect that all consumers will have the capacity and capability to manage

all of the data that they might copy and port to their data wallets from all

of the dozens of data controllers with whom they interact, it will be

necessary to establish a market for Data Management Services (DMS) that

have regulated standards for security, privacy and interoperability. Similar

to the way robo-advisors use software to manage investment portfolios

based on a set of user-defined preferences (taking on the burden of

interfacing with complex financial service markets), a DMS will manage

data assets for individuals. The DMS will have a set of defaults for data

rights in accordance with the law and will permit users to adjust those

settings to match their preferences for data sharing. The DMS will

automatically interface with the complex terms of service provided by

data controllers and manage opt-in/opt-out settings (or reject service

altogether) in accordance with the individual’s pre-set preferences. In

order to ensure that all individuals can exercise their data rights, it may be

worthwhile to consider a lightweight “public option” DMS to which all

citizens are automatically enrolled. Notably, such a system could also offer

substantial efficiencies for streamlining and digitizing government

services.

• Intermediary DMS Marketplace: On top of the public DMS system will

be a secondary commercial market. This market will have access through

an API to the underlying DMS service. It will permit private sector

companies to offer innumerable commercial applications and services

that individuals may choose in real time or through their pre-set

preferences. Some will help users monetize their own data. Others may
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seek to group consenting users into aggregate data sets that optimize

value. Others may permit easy switching between competitive service

providers. Some may sell enhanced privacy protection or anonymity. The

core concept is to leverage competition to put the user rather than the data

controller in a position of greater control.

This imaginative scenario contains a variety of assertions and leaps of political

will, policy change, technical development, market cultivation, and user

acclimation. There are also some questions we purposely leave on the table for

discussion regarding privacy protection, cybersecurity, and administration.

We are keenly aware that a new data management market that assembles

personal data into easily accessible, decentralized packages raises serious

questions about vulnerability. Yet, as blockchain scholars and various other

security researchers have ably demonstrated, the decentralization of personal

data from Silicon Valley to the individual need not mean it is insecure. Further,

the intent here is not to present this concept as a fully developed proposal, but

rather to spark a debate about competing ideas to redistribute the value of

individual data more equitably in our society and in the process to generate

competitive pressures that will limit the negative externalities of the current

market that are weakening democracy.

We are experiencing the greatest concentration of wealth in capitalism in a

century, and it is built on the value of aggregated personal data. We need bold

proposals for change. And we need proposals that reduce inequalities without

choking technological innovation or losing the utility of data analytics and

network effects. The policy architecture presented here is a provocation to open

that discussion to a wide range of possibilities. We plan to pursue this idea further

in subsequent research to explore more precisely how it might work, what

nascent industry efforts align with this concept, and the ways in which market

forces like these could facilitate public benefit.
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Conclusion: A New Social Contract for Digital
Rights

The problem of disinformation that plagues modern democracy is rooted in the

broader political economy of digital media markets that interact with structural

changes in our societies. Network communications technologies have triggered a

paradigm shift in how citizens access and process news and information. In the

resulting creative disruption, we have gained enormous public benefits, not least

of which is instant access for anyone with a smartphone to the vast store of

human knowledge available over the internet.

But we have also undermined the traditional market for public service journalism

and weakened the strength of democratic institutions that require the integrity of

robust public debate. We have permitted technologies that deliver information

based on relevance and the desire to maximize attention capture to replace the

normative function of editors and newsrooms. Further, we have overlooked for

too long the ways in which these technologies—and the tracking and targeting

data economy they power—have contributed to the gradual fragmentation and

radicalization of political communications.

For two decades, public policy has taken a hands-off approach to these new

markets, believing that regulation might blunt innovation before these

technologies reached maturity. Now, we have dominant market players that have

built the most valuable companies in the world, and yet they still operate largely

without the oversight of public government. The steady increase in negative

externalities these new tech monopolies generate for democracy has been

building for years. In recent months, these developments have suddenly hit the

vertical section of an S-curve of socio-political change, and we are feeling the

consequences.

We have permitted technologies that deliver

information based on relevance and the desire to

maximize attention capture to replace the

normative function of editors and newsrooms.

For these reasons, it is time to design a public policy response to rebalance the

scales between technological development and public welfare through a digital
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social contract. This report provides a textured analysis of what this agenda

should look like. It is extremely challenging because there are no single-solution

tools that are likely to meaningfully change outcomes. Only a combination of

policies—all of which are necessary and none of which are sufficient by

themselves—will begin to show results over time. We believe that building this

package of policies around core principles of transparency, privacy and

competition is the right approach. And we look forward to others producing

parallel analyses, challenging our conclusions, or building on our work.

Despite the scope of the problem we face, there is reason for optimism. Silicon

Valley giants have begun to come to the table with policymakers and civil society

leaders in an earnest attempt to take some responsibility. Gone are the flippant

dismissals that technology markets have nothing to do with the outcomes of

democratic processes or the integrity of public institutions. And governments are

motivated to take action. Europeans have led on data privacy and competition

policy. Meanwhile, a variety of countries are focused on transparency and

election security. The research community is getting organized and producing

promising new studies. And the public service news industry is highly attuned to

the problem, dedicating resources to fact-checking and showing signs of a

resurgent commitment to the public service ethos that has long animated its role

in democracy (if not always in functional practice).

Most importantly, the sleeping dragon of the general public is finally waking up.

For the first time, people are asking questions about whether constant

engagement with digital media is healthy for democracy. They are developing

more critical instincts about false information online and demanding

accountability from companies that play fast and loose with personal data and

stand aside as organized disinformation operators seek to disrupt democracy. It is

impossible to predict how the path of reform will lead us to restoring the strength

of democratic institutions and public confidence in them. But we can at least see

the starting point.
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